Proposal 5
Scripted Bodies and the Poet’s Word: Theopoetics and Pastoral Care
Clinical Pastoral Education (CPE) and pastoral theologians of the later 20th century such as Anton Boisen, Seward Hiltner, and
Charles Gerkin put forth the body as a “living human document” with as much value as a source of theological reflection as
much as written texts or scriptures. However, in clinical settings such an understanding has the potential for a body’s nuance,
complexity, and ambiguity to be reduced to flat readings of diagnosis just as much as poetry has the potential to be reduced by
the reader to over simplified explanations of what the poem means. Both the over eager pastoral clinician and the sophomoric
exegete of poetry fail at letting the document speak in its own voice, offering up an experience or a happening that is much more
complex and profound than an explanation or a synopsis could offer. The body’s own words and own voice must be heard, just
as the poem’s own words must be heard.
Martin Heidegger’s work with poetry often began and ended with the poet’s own words, and in his lectures on Hölderlin’s Hymn
“The Ister” he explicitly states that analysis of poetry at best is a partner to the poem, hopefully making the reader more attentive
to the poem, but never replaces the poem. We as readers are called to attend to - that is become aware or awake to - the
happening of the poem through thoughtful reading. Similarly, if the body itself is a text, such an understanding of becoming
attentive to the text facilitates pastoral care of the body more robustly than the idolatry of pathology.
Pastoral theologians have engaged with the work of nuance, complexity, poetry, and interconnection. Phil Zylla articulates a
movement of pastoral theology that specifically works to disorient, so true complexity speaks. M. Craig Barnes develops the role
of parish pastor as a poet, uncovering the subtext of God’s grace in human lives. Bonnie Miller-McLemore offers an extension of
living human document to living human web to indicate the complexity and interrelationality of bodies. The body connects to
all of life in its unfolding and its happening, instead of an isolated atomized unit void of context. Much as a poet’s word speaks
for itself, since each poem is also part of a poet’s corpus, which speaks a more nuanced voice of the poet’s expression.
Heidegger’s reading of Hölderlin in dialogue with pastoral theology offers a way of conceiving of an embodied pastoral
theopoetics, where the caregiver is called to attend to the care of the scripted body in all of its nuance, richness, and depth.

